Helsinki 02.12.2019

To: Nominated referees and their Associations, LOC
Cc: IFF RC, IFF Competition

Men’s WFC Qualification EUR1 in Fredrikshavn, Denmark, 30th of January – 2nd of February 2020

The IFF Referee Committee has appointed the following referee pairs to the Men’s World Floorball Championships Qualifications EUR1, to be played in Fredrikshavn, Denmark 30th of January – 2nd of February 2020.

Referees:

Libor Gavlas / Lukas Mikula CZE
Roman Cibik / Michal Tomas SVK
Tomas Beno / Roman Sklenica SVK
Josef Faessler / Benjamin Schlaepfer SUI

Referee Observer

Petr Seda CZE

Your travel to the event is organized by IFF and more information about details will follow later.

Kindest regards

International Floorball Federation
Referee Committee
Carlos Lopez
Chairman

Veli Halonen b.d.